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REGIME -4 CODE FOR PREDICTION OF FLOW REGIME ‘TRANSITION 
IN A HORIZONTAL PIPE, ANNULUS AND BUNDLE FLOW UNDER 

GAS-LlQUID’TWO-PHASE FLOW 

S I OSAMUSALI AND JEN.SIIlH CHANC 
Dept. of Engineering Physics, McMaster University 

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 1‘8s 4Ml 

ABSTRACT 

REGIME-4 code for prediction of flow regime transition in a 
horizontal pipe, annulus and bundle geometries undercocurrent 
gas-liquid two-phase flow has been developed, and an 
experimental confirmation has been conducted. The results 
show that tho present code predicts relatively well all flow 
regime transitions for these geometries. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tho ability to predict the transition locations between the 
various flow patterns occurring in a two phase flow system is 
important for the determination of the heat and mass transfer 
rates, as well as the flow pressure drop of the system. In nuclear 
power plants, this information is also useful for modelling 
postulated Loss ofCoolant Accidents (LOCAl. For the cocurrent 
pipe flow, extensive research has been conducted and there now 
exist some acceptable mechanistic models capable of predicting 
the approximate locations of these transition boundaries. 
However, it has not been well established whether these pipe 
flow models can be applicable to the annulus and rod bundle 
geometries. 

Earlier investigations on the rod bundle geometry include 
Bergles and Roos3, Williams and Peterson*, Alys,Nicholson 
et al.6, Chang et 31.13, Krishnan and Kowalski7 and 
Venkateswararaos. These ware mostly experimental, using 
probe methods for flow regime characterization. 
Venkatessararaos and Minato et ai.Q, also studied the vertical 
24.rod and horizontal 37-rod bundle geometries theoretically, 
respectively.’ 

In this work, the meehanivtic approach of Taitel and 
Duklerl are modified to account for the effect of surface tension 
force in the Ilclmholts instability model for the stratified to 
intermittent transition criteria. This is then extended to 
modeliing horizontal rod bundle geometries where the 
geometrical effect of each individual rod present is well 
accounted. Experimental studies have also been conducted for 
an air-water two phase flow system at room temperature and at 
atmospheric pressure. 

FLOW REGIME 

As in single-phase fluid mechanics, various ‘flow regimes’ 
are found to exist in a two-phase flow system. flowever, unlike 
single-phase systems where the regimes are basically restricted 
to two structures, laminar and turbulent, two-phase systems are 
capable of producing a much wider range of flow patterns. 
These regimes result from the particular manner in which the 
two phasesare distributed in the pipe. 

Though authors define each flow regime somewhat 
differently, most agree that there are six basic structures. 
Example8 of these flows are shown in figure 1. In this study the 
flow regime analysis will bo based on the definitions below. 

Stratified smooth flow (SS) occurs when the liquid is flowing 
at the bottom of the pipe and the gas flows along the top. The 
surface of the liquid is smooth. Stratified wavy flow (SW) is 
similar to stratified smooth, however, the gas-liquid interface is 
wavy. Both elongated bubble (this is designated as plug (PL) 
flow) and slug (SL) flow are what Taitel and Duklerl call 
intermittent (11 flow and are characterized by the liquid 
bridging the gap between the gas-liquid interface and the top of 
the pipe. The difference between slug and plug flow depends on 
the degree of agitation of the bridge. This work follows the 
definition of Taitel and Dukler. Plug flow is considered to be the 
limiting case of slug flow where no entrained bubbies exist in 
the liquid slug. 

Annular flow (Al occurs when the walls are wetted by a thin 
film of liquid while the gas, at high velocity, flows through the 
centre of the pipe. Liquid droplets are usually entrained in this 
gas. When the upper walls are periodically wetted by large 
aerated waves it is neither slug flow, which requires a complete 
fluid bridge, nor annular SOW, which requires a stable film. 
Taitel and Duklerl designated this flow pattern as wavy 
annular flow. However, this regime was not recognized by 
Mandhane et al.2 and was considered to be slug flow. 

In the dispersed bubble (DB) or bubbly regime small gas 
bubbles are distributed throughout the liquid phase which 
otherwise completely fills the pipe. The transition to this 
regime is characterized by the gas bubbles losing contact with 
the top of the tube. At fist, the bubbles are near the upper 
portion of the pipe but at higher liquid flow rates become 
uniformly distributed throughout the system. 

In the model presented in this study, the process of 
analyzing the transitions belween flow regimes starts from the 
condition of stratified flow. An equilibrium stratified Row is 
assumed and the mechanism whereby a change from stratified 
flow can be expected to take place is imposed on the system, The 
condition of stratified smooth flow being central to this analysis, 
it is first necessary to develop a generalized relationship for 
stratified flows. 

Fin.1 Flow Regime Structures. 
Flow Seglmes in l-lorizontal Two-Thase Flow 
a) Stratified Smooth 5) Stratified ‘v’avv 

C) Plug d) Slug e) .Annular :‘) Vispersea 3ubbl.e 
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Eouilibrium Stratified Plow (One-Dimensionall 

The situation assumed in this analysis is shown in figure 2, 
where g and e represent the gas and Liquid phases, respectiveiy. 
The flow is assumed to be non-accelerating and stratified 
smooth. Here, the method of Taitel and Duklerr is used to 
amlyze the flow. A simple momentum balance on each phase 
Qure2) assuming no pressure differential across the fluid- 
fluid interface yields 

dP St ‘i 
1: -+r;.-=o 

-iii- eA, ‘A( 
(1) 

dP ‘c ‘i ----c --~.---=O (2) 
dz RA *A 

g e 
In the above equations the interfacial shear has opposite signs 
for each phase in accordance with Newton’s third law. 
Subtracting these two equations we obtain 

(3) 
The shear stresses are evaluated in the conventional manner 
using the form suggested by Rlasiusro. 

2 
‘e u2 (ug- u,? (4) 

Le=f p -; 
et-2 

T =f p -R; e g s2 
ci = fi p 

g 2 

with the friction factors evaluated from 

fe=ce(pe !!I&?-“; fs=C&s F)-; t5) 

P 
The hydraulic diameters in the above equations are evaiuated 
in the usual way as four times the fluid area divided by the 
‘wetted’ perimeter. However, in this case, the method of 
Agrawal et al.1 is followed where it is assumed that the wall 
resistance is similar to that of open channel flow for the liquid 
and closed channel flow for the gas. Analysis indicates however, 
that changes in this assumption have little effecl on the 
outcome. The resulting expressions for the hydraulic diameters 
are 

*e 4A 

De=4 s; 
I) = --.-A 

‘P e sIz+s 
(6) I ;(D-di + rSin6 <he< 

I I 
i(D+dl + rSin6 

I 

To determine an expression for the interfacial friction factor we 
assume f, = fs in accordance with the results of Gazelyrs and 
us > >ui. These are verified a posteriori by direct compnrison 
with experimentat results. 

In the evaluation of the constants in the Blnsius equation it 
is assumed that the results from single-phase analysis may be 
applied directly. For the case of steady laminar flow the 
variables C and x are 16.0 and 1.0, respectively, corresponding 
to Poiseuille flow. For steady turbulent flow, these parameters 
have the values 0.046 and 0.2, respectively, corresponding to the 
well known Blasius equation far smooth pipe flow. In this 
analysis the transition to turbulent motion is assumed to occur 
in a given phase when the fluid’s Reynolds number, given by the 
terms in brackets in equation 5 exceeds 2000. Ifere. again, the 
possible effect of surface waves is ignored. 

Equations 3 to 6 fully describe the two-phase stratified flow 
once the expressions for the geometrical parameters of the 
system are obtained. Simple analysis of figure 2 yields the 
followlngexpressionsfor the pipe geometry 

n-arcos(y)+y\/t-y2 
-I 

ITI 

where 

IID2 
*g= -7 -Af 

Se = D[n -_ arcos(y)l 

sg= ‘ID-Se 

Si=D~l-y2 

y = ZhdD-1 

(81 

cfl 

(10 

(II, 

(12) 

For the general case of the annulus geometry with the rod 
located at position R(r,fl),the following expressions for the 
geometric parameters are obtained for the three regions of the 
equilibrium liquid level, hp, as shown in Figure (3) 

(8 

he5 ;(D-d) + rSin6 
I I 

(ii) 

A’, = A, 

nd2 
A;: = As - 4 

s; = se 

Sg = Se+ rrd 

s;= s I 

d2 
A; = Ae-y 

I 
n-arm(p) + 8d 1 -P2 

--I 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Fig. 2 ~~~libriurn Stratified Horizontal Pipe 
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(iii) 

Fig. 3 Equilibrium Stratified Horizontal Annulus 
Geometry Flow for Different Cases of the 
Liquid Level. 

s; = Si-ddS 

Fig. 5 Calculated Li uid Area, At, and Gas Area, 
Ag, for the 3’7- f: od Bundle. 

(22) 

where 

fi = (2he-D-2r SinBYd 

(iii) 

Fig.4 Calculated Li uid Perimeter, Se, and Gas 
Perimeter, S,, 1 or the 37-Rod Bundle. 

A; = ; (D2-d2)-A; 

S; = S, + d II-arcos@) 
! 1 

sh, EZ n(D -td)-S; 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

h,d $(D+d) + rSin0 
I 

2 
A; z Af-; 

s; = sg 

s; = s. 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

rm 

(27) 

The special case for the concentric ann~iar geometry 
corresponds to the rod being at location R(0,0)13, In the above 
expressions for the annulus geometry, we have simply 
subtracted the contributions to At, A,, and Si due to the 
presence of the rod from those given in equations (7), (8) and (I I) 
for the enclosing pipe geometry and added the contributions to 
Se and S, to those given in equations (9) and (IO) 

The values of these geometric parameters for the rod bundle 
case can simply be obtained by computing the above expressions 
for every rod in the system located at position Ri(r,, 9i). 
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Fig. 6 Calculated Interfacial Length, Si, for the 37- 
Rod Bundle. 

Typical calculations of lhe geometric parameters for 37-rod 
bundle case are shown in Figures (4) to (6f, where the geometric 
parameter for the tube are also comparad with present results in 
Figures 4 to 6. Figures 4 to 6 show that the parameters such as 
S,, Se and St are significantly influenced by existence of the 
bundles while little influence for A, and At is observed. 
Figure 6 also shows that the interfacial area becomes 
nonmonotonic in the case of bundle geometries, and order of 
magnitude small compared with tubecases. 

Transition Criteria 

(9 Transition to Intirmittent or Annular Plow. The essential 
mechanism for transition from stratified to intermittent flows is 
the unconfined growth of a surface wave instability. For a 
‘critical’sat of flow conditions a wave travclling on a stratified 
surface will grow until the wave blocks the flow of the gas 
phase At low gas flow rates the blockage forms a complete 
(though possibly agitated) bridge and plug or slug flow results. 
At higher gas flow rates there may be insufficient liquid flowing 
to properly sustain the ‘bridge’. As a result the liquid in the 
wave is swept up around Lhe inner well of the pipe resulting in 
annular flow. The growth of a wave may take place owing 
either to a) the action of the gas flowing over it or b) due to the 
action of surface tension which ‘pulls’ the liquid up to form the 
complete bridge. Neglecting the motion of the fluids, the 
conditions for wave growth may be written, for the firs1 case 
as14: 

11~ > 14148 I 

ho 
H-1-$ 
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(28) 

(29) 

The above expression for B, due to Taitel and Duklel, 
corresponds closely to the results obtained from previous 
analysis of the same problem by Wallis and Dobson 15 and 
Kordyban and Ranovre. These analyses, like the model ofTaite1 
and Dukler, propose that the transition to intermittent flow 
depends on the value of B. In this study a criterion of I3 = 0.5 is 
taken as the condition which distinguishes intermittent from 
annular or wavy annular tlow. For B greater than 0.5 the flow 
is considered annular, for B less than 0.5 the flow is 
intermittent. 

The term dApldh< appearing in equation 28 may be 
determined directly from differentiationof Ae for the pipe or At’ 
for the annulus and rod bundle cases, respectively. 

For pipes of small diameter, surface tension may have 
important effects on the flow regime structure. A wetting liquid 
has a tendency to climb the inner tube wall due to a capillary 
force. As a result of this force, the climbing liquid forms a 
complete bridge and intermittent flow ensues. 

The transition to pLug flow at low gas and liquid flow rates is 
modelled by comparing the gravity and surface tension forces. 

Ignoring lhe motion of both fluids, the transition criteria is 
given by24. 

hat y 
I 

0 

P6 1-f i ) 
I 

IR 

130) 

For pipe sizes smaller than a certain maximum equation 30 
is always satisfied. In these cases, transition will take place 
whenever the liquid level will be high enough to satisfy mass 
balance. 

Transition to Stratified Wavy Flow. For the case of a steady 
state two-phase flow, the formation of a stratified wavy 
structure is associated with the situation where the velocity of 
the gas is sufficient to cause waves to form (through interfacial 
shear) but slower than that needed to cause transition to 
intermittent flow. For the ‘non-accelerating’ case the work of 
Jeffrey97 is introduced. He postulated the following condition 
for wave generation. 

dug-# > 
4p, g(P,- Pd (31) 

PpP,S 

In the above inequality s is a sheltering coefficient. Jeffreys 
suggested a value of s = 0.3 while other researcherst.ra have 
recommended much smaller values of the order of s = 0.01. 
Clearly the value of s depends on how one defines a wave, A 

variety of different wave structures on two-phase stratified 
surfaces have been described19 They may be listed in three 
main groups; ripple waves, two dimensional waves and three 
dimensional waves. In this report the value of s =z 0.01 isused. 

The constant c which appears in equation 31 is the speed of 
the waves. For most cases of importance, it is assumed that 
us> >c. Previous theories and experimental results20,s1~2s 
indicate that the ratio of wave velocity to mean liquid film 
velocity decreases with increasing liquid Reynolds number. For 
turbulent flow this ratio is near 1.0. Thus for simplicity the 
relation of ue = c is used. 

Substituting the above approximations into equation 31 the 
criterion for transition from stratified smooth to stratified wavy 
flow becomes 

ug 2 I 4gpic(Pp-Pd v2 

SPe Pg% -I 

(32) 



ROD BtJNDLE & 

EON. 28.30,32, 

Fig. 7 po$&matic Flowchart of the REGIME-4 

Transition to Dispersed Bubble Flow. In intermittent flow, the 
elongated gas bubbles formed are observed to flow on top of the 
liquid due to buoyancy effects. However, at higher liquid flow 
rates than those encountered in intermittent flow, the gas phase 
tends to mix with the fast flowing liquid leading to dispersed gas 
bubbles in the liquid phase. This OC~LIIYJ when the turbulent 
fluctuationsovercome the buoyancy forces’. The buoyancy force 
per unit length of the gas region is 

(33) 

and the turbulent force acting on the gas is 

P, = ; Si pefe u; (34) 

Therefore, the condition for transition to dispersed bubble flow 
regime asstated earlier, namely, FT S Fn becomes 

U( 2 
4g(p,-pp)As l/‘L 

ft. pt 'i 
I 

(35) 

For transitions in annulus and rod hundle geometries, the 
appropriate geometric parameters for these cases are used in 
the transition criteria given by equations 28, 29, 32 and 35. 

I Air 
SWP~Y 

J 

)Air 

I Anpulus Rod J-- 

Drum 

- 

c Capacitance Transducer 

FM Flow Meter 

M Mixer 

P Pump 

PR Pressure Rwulator 

PI 7, Transducer 

Fig. 8 Schematic Diagram of Experimental Loop. 

NUMERICA1, PROCEDURE 

The theoretical transition boundaries discussed above are 
calculated numerically by program REGIME-4. The procedure 
used in REGIME4 is shown in the flow charts of figure 6. 

LOOP DESCRIN’ION AND EXPEKIXENTAL PROCEDIIRE 

A schematic diagram of the experimental loop is as shown in 
Figure 7 Thisis a recirculating air-water system having a 
transparent section made of acrylic tubing 5.08cm I.D. and 
365.76 cm long. Water is pumped from a large separator tank 
through a rotameter (Fischer and Porter Co type) calibrated up 
to a maximum flow rate of 1.11 [e/s]. Air from the laboratory 
supply is flowed past a pressure regulator, an air filter and 
through a rotameter (Brooks instruments type, Model #llIO- 
lOH3Al D) calibrated up to a maximum flow rate of 11.33 [&sj. 
The air and water flow through a separated type mixing section 
into the test section. 

The redistribution of the two phases within the test section 
for different flow rates of air and water are monitored with the 
analogue output signals of the ring-type capacitance 
transducers23 via a Boonton capacitance meter, Model NO. 72B. 
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Fig. 10 Calculated 37-Rod Bundle Flow Regime 
Maps for Different Rotation Angles. 

Fig. 9 Calculated Annulus Geometry Flow Regime 
Map for Different Diameter Ratios. 

10) I I 4 

For the annulus geometry, a rod is placed along the central 
axis of the pipe and the two-phase flow regime characterization 
repeated as in the case of the pipe. 

This present loop is slightly modified to accomodate two 37. 
rod bundles, 100.00 [cm] long, placed next to each other in the 
downstream of the test section, A 10.16fcml I.D. tubeshell is 
used in the test section of the loop. This is constructed out of two 
160.00 [cm1 long sections of clear anodized aluminum materials 
and a 150.00cm long transparent secti.on of acrylic material 
placed in the downstream of the test section. A homogeneous 
type mixing sectjon design is used in this case. The two-phase 
flow regime characterizations are accomplished using analogue 
output signalsof the ring-type capacitance transducers. 

NUMEI$ICAL IXYJLTS 

Figure (9) shows the numerical results for the annulus 
geometry where different ratios of the rod to pipe internal 
diameter in the range of 0.250 to 0.625 have been considered. 
The internal diameter of the tubeshell considered is 5.08lcmJ. 
This is presented in the form of a flow regime map based on the 
liquid and gas superficial velocities. Figure (101 shows the flow 
regime maps for the 37”rod bundle geometry for different 
rotation angles from 0’ to 45” The flow regime map for the 2% 
rod bundle is also presented in Figure (11). 

DISCUSSIONS 

Pipe Flow 

Figure (12) illustrates the effect of including surface tension 
forces in the Hemholtz instability criteria for transition from 
stratified to intermittent or annular flow regimes for the 
5,08[cml I.D. pipe. The results for larger line sizes of up to 
20.00 [cm] I.D. have been given by Light&me et al.14 who found 
the flow regime transitions to vary strongly with diameter. 

10Z 103 10’ 
Ugs[cm/sec] 

Fig. 11 Calculated 28-Rod Bundle Flow Regime 
Maps for Different Rotation Angles. 

Annulus 

The numerical results for the concentric annulus of 
figure (9) shows that the flow regime transitions are 
signiIicuntly inlluenced by tube diameter ratios, and are also 
different from those of the normal pipe flow. The stratilied to 
intermittent or annular transitions were lhe most affected. 
This can be likened to the dependence of flow regimes on pipe 
diameters as has been observed by Lightstone et al.l4. ‘The flow 
regime transitions for the annulus of diameter ratio, r = 0.25, 
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Fig. 12 Flow Re ime Maps for the 6.08 [cm] I.D. 
Pipe Wit 33 and Without Accounting for 
Surface Tension Forces. 
e e o Experiment 
em-- Taitel & Dukler 
- This Work 

‘\ .I 
\ I \ U 

102 103 lOA 
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Fig. 13 Calculated Results for Annulus of Diameter 
Ratio, rv = 0.50 and Pipe of Equivaient 
Diameter, Dequ = 2.540 (cm]. 

Annulus 
e--w- - Eqw. Pipe 

t  
I  

I  I I. ,,ll, i 
lo* lo3 1 

Ugs[ cm/set] 
.O' 

Fig. 14 The Ex erimental and Theoretical Results 
of the r; nnulus Geometry with Diameter 
Ratio of 0.5. 
0 0 0 Experiment 

Annulus 
--- 5.08cm Pipe 

which corresponds to an equivalent pipe diameter of 0.75D is 
closer to those of the pipe than with larger diameter ratios, 
I- T= 0.500 and r = 0.625. Figure (13) shows that the 
intermittent region for the annulus is larger than that for a pipe 
of equivalent diameter. Nicholson et al.25 observed opposite 
trend experimentally with the annulus for an air.oil two-phase 
flow system. Nicholson et al. suggested that this may be due to 
the annulus central rod damping out waves that would 
otherwise grow to form slugs in the tube-flow. In figure (14). the 
experimental results for the concentric annulus with a diameter 
ratio of 0.500 is compared with calculated values. Figure (14) 
also shows the calculated value for the enclosing tubeshell of 
internal diameter, 6.08cm I.D. without rod at its central axis. 
The results of figure 114) show a significant effect of the rod on 
the flow regime transitions. The stratified to intermittent or 
annular transition is seen to occur earlier for the concentric 
annular geometry than the pipe case at low superficial gas 
velocities. The experimental results show a wavy-slug flow 
regime which is characterized by the liquid tending to bridge 
the gap between the gas-liquid interface and the lower surface 
of the rods. This occurs at iow superficial liquid velocities for 
high superficial gas rates. This soon changes into the annular 
flow regime at higher gas rates. The discrepancy between the 
experimenttll data and theoretical results in the transition 
between stratified and intermittent or annular flow regimes 

may be due to the fact that this transition boundary is usually 
not sharply defined. This may also be due to the fact that the 
effect of frictional forces has not been considered in the 
mechanism governing this transition. 
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Rod Bundle 

The stratified to intermittent or annular transitions for the 
37-rod bundle geometry maps shown in Figure (10) indicate the 
existence of unstable transition locations at high superficial gns 
velocities. This may be a complex case of the wavy-slug and 
wavy-annular flows observed experimentally for the concentric 
annular geometry. In this case, however, the liquid rate is high 
enough to bridge the gap between the gas-liquid interface and 
the top ofthe enclosing Lubeshell sweeping across rows of rods in 
the bundle. At higher gas flow rates, in the region where 
transition to annular flow is expected to occur, this liquid bridge 
is sweptaround the surface of the rods and the inner surface of 
the enclosing tubeshell. In the subchannel approach for rod 
bundles, situations similar to the wavy-slug flow of the annulus 
case may be identified strictly as slug flow,while the liquid rates 
may not be high enough to cause transition to slug flow as 
predicted by this full-channel approach to rod bundle flow 
regime analysis. Figure(10) also shows that the particular 
orientation of the 37-rod bundle in the enclosing tubeshell 
affects flow regime transitions. The 37-rod bundle flow regime 
map of Figure (12) is for rod bundle orientations of 0” through 
45”. The transition boundaries are shown as bands rather than 
sharp lines. These results account for any orientation of the rod 
bundle within the enclosing tubeshell. 

The results of Figure(l5) seem to confirm the predicted 
effects on flow regime transitions due to the presence of rods in 
the system as was already discussed for the annulus geometry. 
However, this variation of the flow regime transitions is 
enhanced by the increased number of rods in the rod bundle 
geometry. Figure (16) shows the numerical results for the 37- 
and Z&rod bundle geometries to be different. 

Figure (17) shows a comparison between the calculated and 
experimental results of Minato et al.7 for the 37-rod bundle 
geometry. The results show that the present model predicts not 
only well the transition boundary, but also agrees with the 
uncertainty region caused by the orientation of the bundles. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, the numerical results for flow regimes of the 
pipe, annulus and rod bundle geometries are presented. These 
have been confirmed by direct comparison with experiments. 
The results show that: 
(1) For large pipe diameters, surface tension forces become 

important in the mechanism for transition between 
stratified and intermittent or annular flow regimes. 

(2) The flow regime transitions for the annulus geometry is 
quite different from those of the pipe. 

(31 The wavy-slug flow regime experimentally observed for 
the annulus occurs at low liquid superficial velocities for 
high gas rates. This flow structure may become 
important during the rewetting of nuclear reactor fuel 
rod bundles. 

(41 The flow regime transitions for the rod bundle 
geometries are quite different from those of the pipe, 
and also vary with the the rod bundle orientation within 
the enclosing tubeshell. The transition 
boundaries for any orientation can be represented by 
bands. The transition boundarios for the cod bundle 
geometry also showed the existence of finger-type 
instability region at high gas flow rates. 
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NOMENCI A’I’URE 1 

he, A’, = liquid-phase areas for pipo and annulus, 
respectively. 

ABA’g = gas-phase areas for pipe and annulus, respectively. 

Ce, C, = friction factor coefficient for the liquid and gas, 
respectively. 

d = diametor of annulus rod 

D =T inside diameter of tubeshell 

De, Dg = hydraulic diameters of liquid and gas-phases, 
respectively. 

fi = interfacial friction factor 

ii, fg = gas and liquid phase friction factor, respectively. 

P 8 = buoyancy force defined by Eq. 33 

FT = turbulent force defined by Eq. 34. 

bs = gravity. 

he. h, = equilibrium liquid and gas levels, respectively. 

r = radius coordinate of annulus rod. 

se, S’, = liquid-phase perimeters for pipe and annulus, 
respectively. 

s,, S’, =gas-phase perimeter for pipe and annulus, 
respectively. 

si. S’, = gas-liquid interface length. 

ue, ug = liquid and gas phase velocities 

&,b = superficial liquid and gas-phase vetocities. 

xe, Kg - liquid and gas phase frictionfactor exponents. 

Greek Letters 

0 = angle. 

Y =- function defined by Eq. 12 

P = function defined by Eq. 22. 

P : viscosity. 
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